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Collection

V-MODA Six Star Virtues

SOUND QUALITY
#1 brand based on 100k+ Amazon.com reviews
(Source: Headphonescompared.com)

STYLE
Timeless products designed in Milano, Italy

CUSTOMIZATION
Variety of colors and materials either 3D printed or laser-engraved
with your design, personal logo or monograms

3D
Join V-MODA next industrial revolution with the world’s first
3D printed and personaliz3D wearable technology

DURABILITY
Built to last featuring SteelFlex™ headband
and military-level metal skeleton; up to 2-Year Warranty
& Immortal Life 50% Replacement Program

SIX STAR SERVICE
Top notch customer support team

Award Winning Sound

35+

EDITORS’ CHOICE
AWARDS
2x

The Music Professionals
Weapon of Choice

40

%

OF TOP

DJs NOW WEAR
V-MODA HEADPHONES
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Crossfade Wireless
Over-Ear. Bluetooth. Noise-isolating. Metal. 3D.
5 Editors’ Choice Awards
World’s First hybrid personaliz3d headphones
“The addictive V-MODA house sound, with its EDM-worthy
bass, has survived the wireless leap intact. Rave on”
–Rene Chun, Wired Magazine
V-MODA’s new Crossfade Wireless went through
years of precise engineering to design and tune
wireless electronics while keeping the iconic
V-MODA materials and shapes. V-MODA’s
tuning team sets the bar higher by improving
the renowned Crossfade M-100
signature sound for virtually identical
wired and wireless playback.
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WHITE SILVER

Enjoy the best of 2 worlds:
wireless for freedom, cabled for
zero latency pure analog audio
for gaming, videos and Hi-Fi
Up to 12 wireless hours of
music, unlimited hours in analog

PHANTOM CHROME

wired mode featuring virtually
undistinguishable sound
Enjoy your headphones up to
33 feet (10 meters) from your
Bluetooth device and pair them
with two sources at a time

ROUGE

Built with superior lightweight
metal components for best
sound & comfort
Built to Last: tested beyond
military-level quality test
standards

Crossfade M-100
Over-Ear. Folding. Noise-isolating. Metal. 3D.
20 Editors’ Choice Awards
World’s First crowdsourced headphones
“A generous feature set, rugged construction,
and warm, detailed sound with powerful bass.
An Editors’ Choice winner in all respects”
–CNET, April 2015

2x

1,540
MATTE BLACK
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WHITE SILVER

Award-winning sound
crowdsourced by audiophiles,
musicians, editors and DJs

Built with superior lightweight
metal components for best
sound & comfort

Analog noise-isolation (15dB)
with minimal sound leakage

Built to Last: tested beyond
military-level quality test
standards

SHADOW

Uber Portable thanks
to V-MODA’s CliqFold™ hinge

XS
On-Ear. Pocket Folding. Noise-isolating. Metal. 3D.
6 Editors’ Choice Awards

“A bassy headphone even an audiophile could love.
XS pushes sleek to the next level”
–Sound&Vision
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WHITE SILVER

Tuned and trusted by V-MODA’S
golden ears around the globe
Included Exoskeleton case
for unparalleled sturdiness
and portability

Super sleek via “Mind the Gap”
design and impossibly small
thanks to the CliqFold™ hinge
Built with superior lightweight
metal components for best
sound & comfort

Built to Last: tested beyond
military-level quality test
standards

Crossfade LP2
Over-Ear. Noise-isolating. Metal. 3D.

“The new industry standard in precision audio
and rock-solid engineering”
–USA Today Reviewed.com
Headphones of the year
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The industry standard in
precision audio and rock-solid
engineering

Built with superior lightweight
metal components for best
sound and comfort

Included portable exoskeleton
case

Ultimate versatility for modern
audiophiles

Analog noise-isolation (15dB)
with minimal sound leakage
Built to Last: tested beyond
military-level quality test
standards

FORZA
In-Ear. Weather Resistant. Sport Hybrid.
Made for iOS and Android Devices

“In terms of outright comfort, the V-MODA Forza
are about as good as it gets.”
–Digital Trends
Award-winning V-MODA sound now
Hi-Res Audio certified by the Japan
Audio Society (JAS) for modern, active
audiophiles. Forza delivers world-class
sound and passes military test standards
for durability. Sweat and weather
resistant, Forza is the perfect running
or workout companion. Patent-pending
detachable ActiveFlex™ sport fins (in 3
sizes) & sport earhooks ensure maximum
stability, flexibility and eliminate cable
noise. RemixRings allows for 3D printed
customization in materials ranging
from HD acrylic to platinum.

ORANGE

WHITE

Noise-Isolating 5.8mm
Miniature Ultra-Lightweight
Sport In-Ear Headphones with
3-Button Mic
RemixRing 3D Printed
Customization

V-MODA Award-Winning Sound
now delivering Hi-Res Audio
certified by Japan Audio Society
Sweat and Weather Resistant
Ultra-Reinforced Cable with
3-Button Microphone &

BLACK

Remote for Samsung & Android
products (or Apple)
Detachable ActiveFlex™ Sport
Fins & Sport Earhooks and
Milano Design Carrying Case

FORZA METALLO
In-Ear. Metal. Weather Resistant.
Made for iOS and Android Devices

“Both the design and sound quality are impressive”
–CNET
Award-winning V-MODA sound now
Hi-Res Audio certified by the Japan
Audio Society (JAS) for modern, active
audiophiles. Forza Metallo delivers
world-class sound and passes military
test standards for durability.
Sweat and weather resistant,
Forza Metallo is the perfect running
or workout companion.
Patent-pending detachable ActiveFlex™
sport fins (in 3 sizes) & sport earhooks
ensure maximum stability, flexibility
and eliminate cable noise.
RemixRings allows for 3D printed
customization in materials ranging
from HD acrylic to platinum.

GUNMETAL BLACK

ROSE GOLD

Noise-Isolating 5.8mm
Miniature Metal In-Ear
Headphones with 3-Button Mic
V-MODA Award-Winning Sound
now delivering Hi-Res Audio
certified by Japan Audio Society

RemixRing 3D Printed
Customization

Remote for Samsung/Android
products (or Apple)

DiamondBack™
Ultra-Reinforced Ballistic,
Tangle-Free Cable with
3-Button Microphone &

Detachable ActiveFlex™ Sport
Fins, Sport Earhooks and Milano
Design Carrying Case

Zn
In-Ear. Limited Edition. Metal.
Headphones for the Modern Audiophile

“Sonically performs at a level higher
than its price suggests”
–Jude Mansilla, Head-Fi Founder
The first In-Ear headphones
released by V-MODA in four
years have been developed
to support Hi-Resolution audio.
ZN deliver superior sound staying
true to V-MODA’s tradition
of luxurious materials and Italian
design. Audiophile-grade sound
and the addition of the remote
make them the perfect choice
for the modern music lover.
126
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1-BUTTON

Live, neutral and organic sound
with vibrant bass, vivid mids
and vivacious highs

2+ years of ergonomics R&D
for best fit, comfort and natural
noise-isolation

Metal Zinc (Zn) housing and
limited production Italian tuning
filters deliver exquisite acoustics

Alluring, TangleFree
Diamondback™ cable 20x
stronger than industry standard

Two versions available:
3-Button designed for Apple
products and 1-Button
universally compatible

Accessorize
Your V-MODA Headphones

BoomPro Mic
Transform your ordinary headphones into
a versatile headset for communication & gaming

Crystal Clear Mic enhances
voice clarity & background noise
reduction essential for gamers,
Skype/VoIP/conference calls
Compatible with all V-MODA
Crossfade series and 3.5mm
(1/8”) cable input headphones
Compatible with the main
consoles including
PlayStation 4™ and Xbox One™
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SteelFlex™ arm for perfect
microphone positioning
Built to Last: reinforced cable,
24k gold plated plug
and SteelFlex Boom arm

XL Cushions
Tuned XL ErgoSoft Memory Foam Cushions
compatible with any V-MODA Crossfade series headphones

Perfectly designed to provide
extended listening comfort
for ears of any size
30% increase in diameter
vs standard cushions
2x deeper than standard cushions
55% larger volume space
for more spacious soundstage
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3D Printed Custom Shields & Caps
Endorse yourself. V-MODA believes that everything you own
from your watch, to your car to your headphones represents
your individual style

DESIGNS
World’s first jewel-grade 3D parts
fused with consumer electronics

41 choices of materials from
lightweight fiber to luxurious
precious metals

Designs 3D sculpted in Milan,
Italy by V-MODA’s Team of 3D
Italian designers

Made in NYC shields through
a 11+ stage handcrafted process
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RemixRings are included
in Forza Series headphones
for 3D printed caps
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20 screws of different colors
(black, chrome or gold) and
a magnetic screwdriver are
included for over-ear and
on-ear headphones
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3D SHIELDS

3D CAPS
V-DESIGN
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Laser Engraved Custom Shields
V-MODA custom shields give your headphones a unique signature
by a variety of colors, designs and laser engraving of your own artwork

Lightweight aluminum available
in a variety of colors
High-Resolution designs
laser-engraved on your shields
Designed and assembled
at V-MODA’s Los Angeles
headquarter
20 screws of different colors
(black, chrome or gold) and
a magnetic screwdriver are
included

ALUMINUM COLORS

SpeakEasy 3-Button Cable
Designed to work with Apple products

Featuring a separated
microphone for crystal clear
communication
Featuring a remote control
housing for improved function
in noisy environments
Optimized to work with voice
recognition apps like Siri
Built to Last: can withstand
over 1 million cable bends
(100x industry standard)
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Faders VIP Earplugs
“Easiest to fit” –Wall Street Journal

Prevent hearing loss by reducing
harmful noise levels evenly by
12dB across the spectrum
Hear music and speech with
crystal clear clarity while
protecting your ears
Featuring four sizes of universal
fittings (XS, S, M, L)
Tuned by professional DJs,
producers and doctors
ROUGE
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CoilPro Cable
CoilPro cable locks in and extends listening reach
for DJs and audio professionals

Stretches from 47” to 12’ in
length, perfect for the DJ booth,
music instrument or home use
TwistLock Technology to ensure
that cable never untethers (only
locks with Crossfade M-100)
Threaded ¼” stereo adapter
seamlessly threads to the hidden
3.5mm (1/8”) plug for added
versatility
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Compatible with all smartphones,
tablets, laptops and most of the
headphones with a 3.5mm (1/8”)
inputs
Built to Last: reinforced cable,
24k gold plated plug and metal
spring strain relief

VAMP VERZA
“A stylish solution to turn your smartphone into the sonic titan
you always dreamed it could be” –Sound&Vision Top Pick Award

Universal headphone amplifier/
DAC/Battery Pack
Pure power & digital-to-analog
conversion
Compatible with most
smartphones, tablets and laptops

Bass/3D Button: pure mode (red),
bass+ mode (green) and 3D
Virtual sound button optimized
for home and car audio
Optical Out output transforms
your device into a high fidelity
source (3.5mm to optical cable
not included)

Amplifier: 150mW x 2 USB Audio
/ 130mW x 2 for iPhone, iPad,
iPod; powerful enough for
high-impedance (>32 ohm)
and large headphones
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WHITE

V-MAN
Much more than a headphone stand
Design by Val Kolton, V-MODA CEO
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